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T

his past year, plaintiffs achieved several, major victories in medical negligence trials across the state. NCAJ members including Harold and Harvey Kennedy (Kennedy, Kennedy, Kennedy & Kennedy LLP), Tom Comerford and J.K. Moser
(Comerford and Britt, LLP) as well as Lynwood Evans and Joe Tunstall (Ward and Smith, PA and O’Malley Tunstall,
PLLC) found a way to win multi-million dollar verdicts in the face of what many believe to be “end of medical malpractice cases
as we know it.”
It was refreshing and inspiring to hear the news of each of these great wins as they came across our radar screens last year.
What can we learn from these wonderful results and what can they tell us about the state of medical malpractice trials in our
state? To find out, I had the privilege of interviewing Tom, J.K., Lynwood, and Joe to learn what they believed to be the key points
that helped pave the way to victor in each of their respective cases. What follows is the Top Ten Takeaways, a list we would all do
well to study closely.

Background Case Facts
(Comerford and Moser)
Venue
Wake County
Judge
The Hon. Paul Gessner
Defense Counsel
Sammy Thompson
Case Type	Birth injury, hypoxic brain
injury, life care plan
Verdict
$9.5 million
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Background Case Facts
(Evans and Tunstall)
Venue
Bertie County
Judge
The Hon. Cy Grant
Defense Counsel
David Creech
Case Type	Medication error, complex
regional pain syndrome
Verdict
$5 million
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I f you have a viable case, don’t be deterred by
“tort reform” (Comerford and Moser)
Tom and J.K.’s $9.5 million dollar verdict is believed to be
the first plaintiff’s verdict in a medical malpractice case in
Wake County in sixteen years. As Tom put it, “Is there a med
mal tort reform crisis in our state? I think most people would
be surprised that in a major county like Wake, with several
major medical centers and thousands of healthcare providers,
more than 15 years would go by before there was a verdict for
the medical negligence patient.” Tom and J.K. spent nearly a
week in jury selection, and they ended up with a “very Wake
County jury.” The final twelve seated in the box included intelligent people with graduate degrees, science teachers, small
business owners, people whose family members were lawyers.
At first blush, this may sound like bad news for any plaintiff seeking millions of dollars for a medical injury. Yet, this
jury makeup ended up working in Tom and J.K.’s favor. The
group was smart enough to learn and understand the medicine, to listen attentively to the experts, and to appreciate the
nuanced themes presented at trial. “It may not have been everyone’s picture book idea of what a plaintiff’s jury looked
like, but they hung onto every word from the witness stand,”
said Moser. Perhaps Tom summed it up best by saying, “One
of the big takeaways here is that good med mal cases can still
be viable, even in big city jury pools. The tort reforms have
not been fatal to what we’re doing. They can still be won.”
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“Credibility, credibility, credibility”
(Evans and Tunstall)
Lynwood Evans and Joe Tunstall represented a client with a
diagnosis of complex regional pain syndrome (CRPS) due
to a hospital medication error that caused damages to his
sympathetic nervous system. The defense chose to attack the
plaintiff’s credibility at trial, and argued that he was exaggerating and even lying about his pain. The key evidence in
the defense’s trial arsenal was the testimony and video footage gathered by their private investigator that spent over three
weeks covertly filming the plaintiff and his family. Lynwood
and Joe decided to take the PI and the malingering defense
head on. They did so by scouring over the investigator’s invoices to uncover evidence during cross examination of all
the instances of “video editing” requested by the defense. As
Lynwood put it, “PI’s are like dynamite. They can be a very
useful tool for the defense, but under the right circumstances
you can also cause them to blow up in the defense’s face.”
Given this combination at trial — the defense’s choice to attack the plaintiff as a malingerer and the plaintiff’s choice
to challenge the private investigator evidence as manipulated—Lynwood and Joe were wise enough to realize that the
entire case would revolve around credibility. Not only would
the jury have to find their client credible, but also Lynwood
and Joe as lawyers. “We knew going in that every single word

we said, and every single thing we did at trial had to be true,”
Tunstall explained. Lynwood and Joe had the good sense to
build their entire trial strategy accordingly around this key
knowledge, and to “over prepare” as a way to ensure their
case was presented with unimpeachable accuracy.

3

Jury selection is “so very important”
(Comerford and Moser)
For Tom and J.K., the voir dire process was one of the most
important advocacy and teaching opportunities of the entire
trial. “Our theme was about the duty of the care providers
to react quickly in an emergency situation. We spent a lot of
time educating the jury during voir dire on the importance of
rapid response. We did that by exploring with each of them
their personal training and experiences that may be relevant
to that type of thing,” Comerford explained. Another key was
exposing the jury early on to damages issues, particularly the
fact that they were going to be asked to award a very substantial sum of money to compensate a beautiful little girl who
had suffered a permanent brain injury and now required lifelong care. Tom and J.K. spent considerable time diffusing the
notion that all the plaintiffs have going for them in this case is
sympathy. “We told them right off the bat that’s not the reason we’re here,” said Moser. Tom made sure the jury under
stood that sympathy is not an appropriate way to decide the
case for either party. This was critical because it was clear the
defense “wanted to make it a case about sympathy for a young
Ob/Gyn doctor.” “Probably, though, the most important part
of it all is burden of proof, and explaining the difference with
criminal court. It seems that no matter what you do, it always
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feels like you have a juror in final deliberations say, ‘well I
just don’t believe that doctor did anything trying to hurt that
child.’ We tried to fight that off from the very beginning in
jury selection and spent a lot of time explain that we were not
trying to prove the providers intentionally did anything. If we
did, we would be in criminal court,” explained Comerford.

4

end right before Thanksgiving break, in an apparent attempt
to encourage the “we just want to go home” feeling the jury
might have developed. However, Tom and J.K. managed to
score a big victory by convincing Judge Gessner to allow their
rebuttal evidence to go on after the jury returned from the
Thanksgiving break. Thanks to this adept maneuvering, bifurcation actually worked out very well for the plaintiff. Tom

“Try the lie”
(Evans and Tunstall)
It was clear to Joe and Lynwood that the defense was
. . . satisfaction that only a plaintiff’s lawyer
going to attack plaintiff’s credibility. As the case developed, they were able to identify significant inconcan know—the feeling of delivering justice
sistencies in the hospital’s verified interrogatory responses, the sworn testimony of the care providers,
and substantial help to the injured persons
and the medical records. One area of significant inconsistency was which nurse provided the care at
who need it the most.
issue. During the entire trial a nurse who the hospital contended provide the care at issue sat at the defense table as “the client”. However, Plaintiff and his
wife were adamant that the nurse at counsel table never even
described the feeling in the courtroom when the liability verentered his hospital room! These inconsistencies and decepdict was announced: “The earth shifted after the liability vertions were not of critical importance to the technical standict happened. The defense polled the jury on the liability
dard of care or causation issues involved in the case. Howvote and this backfired on them. The jury was the most emever, Lynwood and Joe saw them as opportunities that, if
phatic during polling than we’d ever seen. They all said ‘Yes’
seized upon skillfully, could cause the jury to find for them
powerfully in favor of liability.” Following the liability verdict,
on all issues. As Lynwood described their tactical decision,
the defense made a number of settlement offers and Tom, J.K.
“these weren’t facts that we had to have to win. But we felt
and their clients had the good sense to decline them all. The
they were extremely important. If the jury ended up believing
damages evidence lasted 4 days and J.K. relayed that they only
us, and disbelieving the defense, then we were confident we
had to re-call one liability expert back to testify again durwould win the whole. We made the decision to ‘try the lie.’”
ing the damages phase. The plaintiff-mother testified both
Lynwood and Joe managed to expose several of these lies in
during the liability and damages phases. Tom summed the
the bright light of the courtroom during cross examination.
feelings of his team by saying, “the takeaway here is don’t be
According to post-verdict juror interviews, the deliberations
afraid of bifurcation, it can be a really good thing.”
in the case were dominated by the lies that were exposed. At
the beginning of deliberations one of the jurors took a poll
Simplify the medicine. Simplify your themes
asking, “Is there anybody here who believes the defense?” No
(Evans and Tunstall)
one raised their hand and in a total of twenty nine minutes
The standard of care issues in Lynwood and Joe’s case rethe jury returned a $5 million verdict in favor of Joe and Lynvolved around the proper administration of the drug Phenerwood’s client after a month long trial.
gan. The drug had been eliminated from formulary of many
hospitals because it is so dangerous, and the ones that still
Bifurcation can be a good thing
used it gave special education on proper administration. “If
(Comerford and Moser)
it’s going to be administered properly, you must take into acThough tried under pre-Senate Bill 33 law, the trial judge
count location, dilution, and duration. We made sure to burn
(Gessner) in Tom and J.K.’s case granted the defense’s motion
this into the jury’s brain with every single witness, includto bifurcate the trial on the issues of liability and damages. At
ing the defendants,” Lynwood explained. In order to make
first, Tom and J.K. “felt nervous about bifurcation.” J.K. extheir standard of care themes stick, Lynwood and Joe tried
plained that they were concerned of potential juror fatigue
at every turn to “simplify the medicine as much as possible,”
and a growing desire to just end the case at the liability stage
and to “teach by showing, with visual learning.” They crebecause they wanted to go home. Judge Gessner, however, deated board exhibits that had plain text that boiled down the
cided not to tell the jury that there would be two phases of
complex standard of care themes into the fewest and simthe trial. Once the trial began, the defense tried to structure
plest terms possible. One board exhibit read: “Elimination,
the evidence presentation so that the liability phase would
Education, Location, Dilution, Duration.” Each word car-
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ried with it an entire standard of care concept, but the team
intentionally chose to leave the board exhibit minimalist in
nature. Another board read: “Phenegren: IV hurts = STOP,
Phenegren hurts = STOP.” Another had the simple graphic of
a Safety vs. Risk arrow line, which allowed Plaintiff’s counsel during the trial to ask repeatedly, “which end of the safety
arrow would this procedure be on?” Lynwood, who was in
charge of handling the medical witnesses during trial, explained, “We made every effort to simplify this stuff down
into something they could understand. When they see something they can remember it, it makes the medicine a whole
lot easier for them.”

7

Venue—the battle before the trial begins
(Comerford and Moser)
According to J.K., “the most significant trial victory for us
happened before trial ever started. We won the battle over
venue.” The care in this case occurred in Martin County at
Martin General Hospital, but the clients lived in Pitt County
at the time of filing. After the care happened, one of the labor
and delivery nurse defendants moved to Wake County. The
case was filed in Wake County even though venue would
have been appropriate in Pitt or Martin. The defendants
moved for change of venue to Martin County, arguing convenience of the witnesses. Tom and J.K. considered whether
a venue change would be beneficial given reputation of Wake,

but ultimately decided Wake County was the best place for
the trial. The Hon. Judge Manning heard the hotly contested
venue motion and ultimately decided that the Plaintiff was
the “master of the filing venue” under these facts, so the case
remained in Wake. “This turned out to be one of the most
significant victories for the entire case. We felt it was worth
the risk of trying the case in Wake County versus letting the
trial happen on the defendants’ home turf,” J.K. explained.
After securing the venue in Wake, what helped tremendously
was Tom and J.K.’s ability to retain two top flight experts
from Raleigh who were willing to testify in the case. Tom believed, “this went a long way with the jury to see two of their
own local docs testifying. This turned the whole ‘home turf’
angle completely around on the defense.”
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The power of lay witnesses
(Evans and Tunstall)
Joe Tunstall reflected, “I’ve never tried a case in which we
called as many lay witnesses.” This turned out to be one of
the most crucial elements of trial for the plaintiff. Given that
this was a complex regional pain syndrome case (a largely
subjective experience that only the affected plaintiff knows
about) that centered around “credibility, credibility, credibility,” Lynwood and Joe wanted to make sure they provided
their injured client with plenty of support from the witness
stand. Joe was in charge of the lay witness presentation dur-
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ing trial. He explained, “We are always sensitive to making
sure the jury gets the picture but without us being redundant.
But in this case, the client was surrounded in his life by so
many people who loved and cared about him. Each had their
own little piece to add to the damages story.” This story became critically important given the way the defense chose to
attack the case. The malingering/exaggeration defense backfired, thanks in large part to the highly credible, ordinary
people who were willing to come into the courtroom and tell
what they observed the plaintiff go through every day. This
provided a stark contrast against the defense, the side the jury
grew to deeply mistrust completely by end of trial.
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Know your strengths, trust your teammates
(Evans and Tunstall)
Though Joe Tunstall is a highly experienced trial lawyer, he
explained, “I got Lynwood involved because I don’t try medical malpractice cases. I have a lot of trial experience, but I
brought in Lynwood because he was a total expert at presenting complex medical issues to a jury.” For both teammates,
it came down to knowing your strengths and trusting in a
sound division of labor made during the trial preparation
phase. Lynwood relied completely on Joe to marshal and present the damages evidence and lay witness testimony during
trial. This was no easy undertaking, as the trial necessitated
an exceptional number of lay witnesses who could corroborate the plaintiff’s daily suffering from CRPS. Lynwood explained, “We decided to divide the case where I would handle
the medicine and Joe would handle everything else. He did
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all the investigation, witness interviews throughout the community, and it was Joe’s multiple rounds of ‘kitchen table talk’
with the clients that we learned how we wanted to present the
plaintiff and his wife at trial.” They both agreed that this kind
of division of labor was essential, saying, “Trust your team
members. When you are trying a case like this that’s going to
last a month, it’s bigger than one person can try to manage.
Having someone you can trust, then divide and conquer.”
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Always remember the reason we do what
we do (Comerford and Moser)
Tom and J.K. agreed: “We had great clients. This is such an
important element of any trial. We represented a beautiful,
engaging, smiling little girl with two really caring parents.
They jury really connected with our clients. So much so that
they all came down and gave the family hugs after the verdict
was announced.” Tom was quick to tell me that the trial result was wonderful to experience, but that is not really what
all this is about. The real pride stemming from their victory
is the satisfaction that only a plaintiff’s lawyer can know —
the feeling of delivering justice and substantial help to the injured persons who need it the most. Tom and J.K. asked that
their part of this article be a testament to their clients, and
namely little Kw’Nae Spellmon, who right now is getting the
care she needs, from a loving family and support group, in
a brand new and functional home. With their permission,
here is a picture of Kw’Nae’s and her beaming smile, happy
in her new living room, to help remind us the true reason we
do what we do.

